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BOOK REVIEW

.ifll l,oois ntMllfH ;. ,1,;, ,moJiul - , n
t,roa,ntl /ro• or 1hro•1h Co•u,rtli. P•I,.1•8•rso•
.4.,.,,.,,
lishi,,1 Ho111,, 3"8 so-,1,
St. Lo11u, Musom 63118.

THB OLD TBSTAMBNT WORLD (Dia
Well Jes Allen T11slame11ls). By Martin
Noth, translated by Victor I. Gruhn. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1966. n:ii and
404 pages; S indices.
We can understand the Old Testament as
never before because we know the world to
and in which it was written so much better
today. Herc is a book to which one can
turn to find a simple, authoritative, and comprehensive picture of the Biblical world.
Noth opens up the Biblical world with a
fullness and insight that renders the reader's
understanding of the Bible richer and more
lively. The book has four main parts: ( 1)
Geography (and political divisions) of
Palestine, ( 2) Archaeology of Palestine,
( 3 ) Particular aspects of Ancient Near
Eastern history, ( 4) The Text of the Old
Testament.
Most readers probably will find those sections dealing with the culture and cveryclay
life of the Israelite people and the culture
and history of the Ancient Near Eastern
peoples especially helpful. Of course, not
everyone will agree with every hypothesis
in such a wide-rangins book. Thus this reviewer would not accept Noth's views regarding the conquest of Palestine by Israel
or his relatively low estimate of the value
of anepisraphic archaeological evidence for
understanding history. Then, too, a survey
of any rapidly developins field will in some
details grow out of date quickly. Yet Noth's
judgment is usually sane, and this .reviewer
ventures to aay that comparatively little ciple
will
prove to be downright wrong.
All of this isaay:
to is Here
a most useful
book! We are in real debt to Gruhn for the
translation.
CARL P. GRABSSBR, JL

A BIBUOGRAPHY OP NBW TBSTAMBNT BIBUOGR.ifPHIBS. By John
Coolidge Hurd, Jr. New York: The Seabury Press, 1966. 7S pages. Paper $2.S0.
Advertised as a "comprehensive, up-todate, annotated bibliography," this catalog
of books and articles on the New Testament
will help the Bible student in makins a
discriminating selection of library resources.
The advertised "annotations" are, however,
few in number in proportion to the items
listed, and there is evidence that the compiler appears to have limited himself on
occasion to a dust-jacket evaluation.
FREDBRJCK W. DANKER
THB PROBL&f OP THB HBXATBUCH
AND OTHBR ESSAYS (Ges11mm11ll11 S111Jim z11m All,n T.st11m11111). By Gerhard
von Rad, translated by E. W. Trueman
Dicken. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1966. xiii and 317 pages;
3 indices. $9.SO.
OLD TBSTAMBNT THBOLOGY (Th11ologi11 J11s All1111 T.st11t111111ls). Vol II: THB
THBOLOGY OP lSR.ifBL'S PROPHErlC
TRADITIONS. By Gerhard von Rad,
translated by D. M. G. Stalker. New
York: Harper &: Row, 196S. xxili and
432 pages; 3 indices. Cloth. $6.SO.
Von Rad's Th11 Tht10lon of 1h. OU T11s11111111111 is now completely available in English dress! In this work, one of the few
which deserves the adjective "epocb-makins,"
Von Rad avoids the usual orpnizins
pl'inof an Old Testament theology, that of
a systematic survey of loci and doc:ttines.
Instead be takes up each duster of documents in the Old Testament one by one and
summarizes its "theology." In the first '901-
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ume of his TIJ.olog'Y he covered the Hexateuch, the histories of Judges through Kinas
of Chronicles. as well as the Psalms and
the Wisdom Literature. In the present volume, he discusses the phenomenon of prophc:int
ecy and prophetic word in general. Then he
deals with each prophet and prophetic age in
chronological order.
His basic thesis is that with the prophera
the Old Testament faith entered a new period. The prophets preached judgment on
Israel and an end to the past age and proclaimed the coming of a radically new age,
the age of the reign of God. Yer the prophets did nor step outside the earlier faith.
Instead, they took up the ancient themes
and reshaped them as they proclaimed the
new eon.
One might expect that this method of
organization would run into the danger of
emphasizing the variety within the Old Testament at the expense of its unity. Actually,
Von Rad avoids many, though not all, of
the pitfalls by using the method of ttaditionhiltory. In each prophet he isolates those
ancient themes which the prophet took up
and the manner in which he used and reformulated them. At the very least Von
Rad's method is a refreshing contrast and
partial corrective to the inherent weaknesses
in other, more "systematic" theologies of
the Old Testament, in that Von Rad's method
adds a depth and "third dimension" not usually present in such works.
Of particular value are the final hundred
pases. which deal with the relationship between the Old and New Testaments. For
Von~ the key to understanding the relationship between the testaments is much the
11me as that which one needs to deal with
the relation between older and later sections
of the Old Testament. That is. the same basic
memge and themes are taken up again and
.reinmpreted and reapplied to the new qe
and the new situation. They are thus fulfilled in ever new ways within the Old Tes-
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tamenr, while they receive the ultimate,
unique, and final fulfillment in Jesus Christ.
The Problem of 1he Hex111n,h tlflll Olblr
Essays includes 16 of Von Rad's most signifiarticles published between 1931 and
1964. The book includes one article ("Some
Aspects of the Old Testament World-View")
not found in the German collection from
which the rest of the book is ttanSlated. The
articles run the gamut from the PenlateUCh m
the Wisdom Literature to 1 Corinthians 13.
Their basic rheologic:il substance is, of course,
to be found in the author's Theolon. There
are elements here which later srudies have
superseded, bur the articles are still valuable
for the penetrating insights and stimulatiq
discussion they present. Some of the richest
fare here deals with the theoloBY of historf
in the Old Testament and its views of
creation.
In summary, this reviewer knows of no
contemporary Old Testament writer wbOle
works repay careful reading and srudy mme
richly. Von Rad is original, stimulating, and
warmly heartening to one's faith. Those who
have not yet worked with his books and
articles have a rewarding surprise in smre.
Those who have, but who work more easily
in English, know that their work is DOW
cut out for them.

CARL F.

GllABSSBR,

JL

THE LANGUAGE OP THB NBW TBSTAMBNT. By Eugene van Ness Goet·
chius. New York: Charles Saibnds
Sons, 1965. xvii and 349 peaes- Clotb.
$5,95, (Workbook for the above title.
277 pqes. Paper. $2.95.)
Greek. Deo grtllilu, is makiDa its way
back into the curriculum of more and more
seminaries. (A parallel intere■t in dauka1
languqes in secular institutions is still a
subject for prayer.) The present introductory grammar is designed u a b:Jttbook for
a one-semester basic course for students of
the New Testament.
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The author sets for his book a very modest
aim, "to teach students • . • how to use the
many a11tches - including itself - which
are available, when they may be used to
advantage, and how to use them with understandins" ( p. xiv). This limited goal determines many features of the book, for example, its almost total lack of concern with
memorization of vOClbulary (any student
can buy a lexicon), with Greek accentuation,
and with the adoption of a standard, even
if philologically incorrect, pronunciation
scheme. There is a bibliography of these
crutches in an appendix.
What is new in the volume is an attempt
to apply some of the language, method, and
results of modern structural linguistics to
the teaching of Greek. Thus parts of speech
are defined by their functions in the sentence. Terminology is used that may sound
strange to some traditionalists: bases, prebases, morphemes ( but "phoneme" does not
occur), function words, optional constituents, etc. A reading of the work convinces
this reviewer that Goetschius' approach, consistently followed, would lead to clarity.
The exercises are liberal in number. Printins them separately is good. The grammar
as such retains some reference value. There
is a subject index but no index of Bible passages. If this reviewer were to teach beginner's Greek for New Testament srudents
only, he would probably uy this text.
EDGAR. KIU!NTZ·

THB CHURCH IN THB NBW TBSI'.lf.MBNT. By Rudolf Schnackenburg, translated by W. J. O'Hara. New York:
Herder and Herder, 1965. Cloth. 221
pages, plus index and notes. $4.95This helpful book should be "must readins" on the parish pastor's list. It is a systematic exegetical study of the key New
Testament teachings on the church. Despite
the disclaimer of the author, the book is
profound, stimulatins, and creative. In the
course of four chapters, Schnackenburg takes

quiet but effective issue with a number of
misunderstandings of the church that are
common today. Thus be points out the divine origin and divine aspect of the church
against those who would make the church
a purely sociological and historical development. He reminds the reader, particularly
in Part IV, that the church is "more than
people." He cautions against the glib assertions of contemporary Christian secularists
that the church must "embrace the world."
He disasrecs with those within his own
church who are saying that the traditional
descriptive categories of "nature" and "grace"
are no longer relevant. While carefully
avoidins the term "invisible," he shows that
there is a crucial "invisible" dimension to
the church's nature.
Some readers will wonder if the New
Testament supports all the author's claims.
For example, does the New Testament make
it clear that a hierarchically structured minisuy belongs to the essence of the church?
In what sense is baptism Christ's solicitude
for His already existing church? Is "the
body of Christ" the most important metaphor for the church?
This book should prove especially stimulating for small-group study and discussion.
HBRDBR.T

T.

MAYBR.

HISTORICITY .If.ND CHRONOLOGY IN
THB NBW TBSI'.lf.MBNT. London:
S. P. C. K., 1965. viii and 160 pages.
Paper. 17/6.
This collection of ten essays relates to
the question: How far do the Gospels give
us historically reliable accounts of aaual
events? It is not intended that the essays
will all reflect the same answer. Instead,
a study of them is designed to show the
nature and methodology of the present discussion. D. B. Nineham issues a rather strong
caveat against dangers of reductionism in the
methodology of the New Quest.
fears He
paper popes, a concentration of interest only
on the "historical elements," and a misunder-
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sranding of the posmve role of the postEaster period. Alan Barr reviews some tendencies of the old quest. A. R. C. Leaney
discusses the accounts of the baptism of
Jesus, as well as Matthew 18:15-17, Luke
4:16-17, and the Gospel of John, to show
that they actually reflect first-century Judaism. C. S. Mann views the historicity of the
birth narratives negatively, regarding them
rather as theological statements of the meaning of Jesus. H. n. W. Turner presents the
relevant problems in constructing a chronology for Jesus' life, neither seeking easy
solutions nor necessarily ending up in skepticism. George Ogg does the same for the
date of the last supper. A. N. SherwinWhite, a specialist in Roman law, argues for
the essential historicity, even in matters of
detail, of the account of the trial of Jesus
( against \'Uinter and Lietzmann). This essay
is one of the best in the book. William
Lillie argues that the empty tomb is valid
historical evidence (against Bultmann, Bnslin, and others). The Archbishop of Canterbury is represented by an article on the
ascension, in which he argues that, while
the early church believed that Jesus rose
from the dead and was exalted into glory,
without necessarily regarding these as two
different events, critical study nevertheless
supportS the aeeds' statements of the ascension and session. Finally, R. R. Williams
provides a survey of scholarly work on Aas,
underscoring as his own view its essential
historicity. This summary of the essays demonstrates their richness and value. They fulfill the publisher's purpose of orienting the
reader in current discussions.
EDGAR KRENTZ
DIB .A.UPBRSTBHUNG JBSU A.LS Hl5TORISCHBS UND A.LS THBOLOGISCHBS
PROBLBM. By Willi Marxsen. Second
edition. Guteraloh: Giiteraloher Verlaphaus Gerd Mohn, 1965. 35 pases. Paper.

DM 4.80.
This brief study, a revision and expansion
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of a series of lectures that the Munster New
Testament scholar delivered in Heidelberg
and in Bast and West Berlin in 1964, examines at the band of the New Testament
the precise nature of the "resurrection faith"
of the primitive church and the implications
of this faith for the church of today. Marnen
calls for a differentiation between a historical
event (l!reig11is
)
and a theological conviction
(Obor:o1'gtmg)
.
He points out that "no one
in the primitive Church ever claimed to
have seen or experienced the resurrection of
Jesus as an event, as a fact" (p. 14). Instead,
when the early kerygma speaks of the resurrection as an event ( for instance, throush
the formula "on the third day"), it expresses
a conviction. No witnesses arc named because none can be named, says Marxsen.
How did the church come to this conviaioa?
Marxsen offers two reasons, the empty tomb
and the post-mortem appearances of Jesus.
Whether or not one can prove the historicity
of the empty tomb, Marxsen (who bolds that
it cannot be proved ) insists that one can
never use the empty tomb as a "proof' of
the resurrection. For as Matt. 27:64; 28:13;
and John 20: 13 demonstrate, the empty tomb
can be interpreted not only as a sign of
Jesus' resurrection but also as an indication
that someone has robbed the grave. Thus
for Marxsen, the resurrection of Jesus is an
interpretation of the fact of an empty tomb.
One must understand this interpretation u
a conviction and not objectify it into a historical fact. Faith is not belief in the historicity of an empty tomb but the conviction
that the empty tomb signifies that Jesus has
been raised. Similarly, the variety of the
New Testament descriptions of the appearances of the raised Jesus indicate that these
also are interpretations initiated by God
rather than historical reports. Without doubr,
Marxsen concedes, the apostolic wimeaes
claim to have seen Jesus after His death,
but it was only their refleaion upon this
vision that led them to the conviction that
"Jesus has been raised from the dead."
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According to Marxsen, this is not the only dare be objectified and historicized; every
ncccss:iry interpretation of the facts. On the interpretation must always be regarded only
one hand, the statement "Jesus has been as an interpretation whose legitimacy is deraised" is an interpretation occasioned by termined by the faa that it still enables the
a re0ccrion upon the appc:aranccs of Jesus living Jesus to be communiated and conafter His death and upon the question put fronted in the church's kery8JDa. When
by such appearances: How is this possible? Jesus confronts me in the kery8JDa, then
The answer is that, in accordance with a I know and am certain that He lives!
widespread Jewish expectation, Jesus has
Marxsen's thesis will raise many an eyebeen raised. On the other hand, when Paul brow and many a question. Can one disrefers to the raised Jesus in 1 Cor. 9: 1, he tinguish between seeing Jesus after His death
is nor reflecting upon a past fact, the appc:ar- and God raising Him from the dead so
ance of Jesus after His death, and trying to radically that the latter is only an interexplain ir. Instead, he is using this appear- pretation of the former? Is the concept of
ance of the living Lord to himself in order resurrection from death as antiquated a conto explain and demonstrate his apostolic cept as Marxsen sum;ests? Docs it belong
aurhoriry
. ereas \Vh
in the case of the evan- only to a primitive concept of reality? If we
gelists the assertion of the resurrection of are to continue to talk about life as one of
Jesus served as an interpretation of a re- the most essential of God's gifts, how else
floclio11 upon the pas
r, Paul is not concerned can we do this than through resurreaion
about interpreting a past event, the appc:ar- language? Marxsen's thesis put simply is
ance of Jesus after His death, but about this: To say that Jesus lives today, to say that
explaining his apostolic /u11clio,i. Therefore Jesus has been raised and affeas the life of
Marxsen concludes that the essential datum men today, is to say that Jesus lives in the
is the post-mortem appearance of Jesus. This church's kerygma. This is Bultmann's view
can be interpreted in at least two ways: also. But unless the kery8JDa is broadened
( 1) ro/lot:l
ivat,,
through th
e assertion "Jesus to include far more of the church's aaiviry
has been raised"; (2) /Nne1io111
, u1/ the/IJ
than Marxsen seems
grant,
prepared to
is this
happening which provides a basis for the nor again another rypial Protestant reducapostolic function of kerygmaric proclama- tion of grace? He lives indeed in the ketion. Is there a common denominator here? rygma, bur is His cosmic life and lordship
Marxsen answers in the affirmative and finds resuiaed to this domain?
the common denominator to be the disciples'
As Marxsen indiares, he intended this
experience in the appc:arances that the task
srudy as a conuiburion ro a discussion of
and intention of Jesus is being carried on rhe most central question of Christian theol(tlie St1eh
e Jo s11 wirtl 111oit
orgo , br11ch1 p. 25).
ogy. He has made many valuable poina,
The fundamental factor is this continuation
bur the
discussion has only begun.
of the funaion of Jesus in the kerygma and
JOHN H. ELLI01T
not the various interpretations of it which
have led, according to Marxsen, variously to a THB BOOK OP ISAIAH. Vol I: CHAPTBRS 1-18. By Edward J. Young.
"Jesus-kerygma," to secondary interpretations
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pubthat created a "Christ-kery8JDa," and to •
lishing Co., 1965. xii and 499 pages;
Christology that is often mistakenly viewed
3 appendices. Cloth. $7.95.
apart from the core datum of Jmu' earthly
This
is the finr volume of the Nn, 1•
ministry and death. No interpretation that
is used to proclaim this central kerygma un,tl#o111,l
at1 ' ' " Olll T•s,._

c,,,,.,,,.,,_,
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,,,.,,, ro be published. The well-known conservative scholar who is its author states that
he writes "for the needs of the minister and
Sunday-school teacher." They will use this
book with profit.
The commentary is a reverent exposition
in the finest old Reformed ( but not millennialistic) tradition. It often quotes helpfully from Calvin, Alexander, Drechsler, and
Delia.sch. Detailed linguistic examination
of the text is limited to footnotes. Young's
conservative isagogical views on the unity
and the authenticity of the authorship of
Isaiah are already well known. His exegetical positions are not often surprising. For
example, the •lfflllb of 7:14 is a virgin, in
direct prophecy of our Lord's birth of the
Blessed Virgin Mary. (He admits, however,
in connection with 6: 11, that some prophecies can have more than one fulfillment.)
This is the best work Young has produced. Helpful though it will prove to many,
it could have given them greater aid. Though
Young makes much of modern linguistic
advanc:cs in the footnotes, he does not utilize
u many of the theological and historical
methods and studies developed in the last
100 years in his exposition u he might
have done. This is true even when they
would supporr his position, u they
would
specracular
much of the time. His semi-literal translation is arranged in prose, isnoring the poetic
stand
nature of the text. He could have illumined
the prophetic message more fully had he set
it more firmly in the stream of Israelite faith
and history. He uses parallel passages more
u a syarematician would than as a historical
exegete would.
This is not to deny any real value of the
work, but to lament Young's failure to make
the best cue for his position. The strength
of this work is an exposition whlch eeeb to
hear the voice of God.
Its weakness is that
Murray
it docs not use all the rools that are aft.ilable today to hear that voice.

CARL F.

GRABSSD,
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"OUR PA.THBR": AN INTRODUCTION
TO THB LORD'S PRAYER. By Ermr
Lohmeyer, translated by John Bowden.
New York: Harper lie Row, 1965. 320
pages. Cloth. $4.95.
Lohmeyer combined deep piery with
scholarly integrity. This translation of his
D11s Yater Unser, first published in 1952,
offers the pastor rich theological analysis
and practical application. Lohmeyer drew
heavily on Old Tesmment and inrertesta•
mental material for his exposition, and his
appreciation of the larger New Testament
context for the Our Father makes his study
virtually a commentary on the Gospel Clear
our your shelves and put this book in place
of ephemera!
FREDERICK W. DANJtBR
THB BPISTLB TO THB ROMA.NS: THB
BNGUSH TEXT WITH INTRODUCTION, BXPOSITION A.ND NOTP.S.
Vol. II: CHAPTERS 9-16. By John
Murray. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1965. xvi and
286 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
Murray is a systemarician, and • sysremarician's comprehensive view is useful in
piloting an exegetical craft through the
challenging course of Romans 9-16. Nothing
emerges, but one is left with
the impression of an earnest desire to underthe larger movement of Paul's thou&hr.
despite unresolved problems developing from
the expositor's view of double decrees. Most
of the learned periodical literature on this
section of Romans is slighted, and
the views
of Munck are not discussed, but there is 11D
ncellent appendix on Cullmann'1 discussion
of Rom. 13:1. The appendix on the ''weak
brother" is a model of clarification of •
muddied issue. Historical perspeaiw: is not
always a systematician'1 strong suit, and
sometimes falren when it comes 10
citing the historical evidence, for instance.
in the matter of the expectation of the
Parousia; thus he marshals 2 Peret aJoaa-
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side 1 Peter without clarifying comment.
Similarly the legalistic accent on the permanent validity of the Sabbath is due somewhat to a failure to understand Genesis 1 in
the light of the theological argument in
Genesis.

FREDBRICK

w.

DANKER

THB EPISTLES OP JOHN AND JUDE:
A STUDY MANUAL. By Ronald A.
Ward. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Book
House, 1965. 102 pages. Paper. $1.50.
The letters ueated in this Bible study
manual are among the most neglected documents of the New Testament. The interpreter succeeds well in presenting the doctrinal and ethical emphases in these important epistles.
FRBDBRICK W. 0ANKBR
CALVIN'S COMMBNTARIBS: THE BPISTUJ.S OP PAUL THB APOSTLE TO
THB GALATIANS, BPHBSIANS, PHILIPPIANS AND COLOSSIANS. Edited
by David W. Torrance and Thomas F.
Torrance, translated by T. H. L Parker.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1965. vi and 369
pages. Cloth. $6.00.
The four Pauline epistles expounded in
this volume challenge the interpreter's best
skills, and Calvin stands in the front ranks
of those who have pondered their meaning.
A fine appreciation of the context adds
persuasiveness to the exposition of Galatians,
which Calvin dates before the Council of
Jerusalem. His discussion of the legal issue
is illuminating. He grasps the subtle point
of 3: 19 that the Law actually increases transgressions
and makes sin abound, but oddly
fails to pursue the point in his evaluation
of v.24.
In his discussion of Ephesians, Calvin has
some harsh words for "enthusiasts" who
despise the ministerial function, but he rejeas a "perpetual" function for the evangelist, perhaps u the result of a deficient
world-mission view. Hil words on Baptism

might well be noted by all who usociate
Calvin with run-of-the-mine "Reformed"
views of Baptism:
Some uy to weaken this eulogy of bapdsm,
in case coo much is attributed to the sip if it
is called the washins of the soul But they
are wions; for, in the first place, the apostle
does not say that it is the sisn that deanses,
but declares that this is the work of God
alone. It is God who deames, and the piaise
for this must not be transferred ID the sip or
even shared with the sisn. Bue there is DO
absurdity in sayins that God uses the sip as
an instrument. Noc that the power of God
is shut up in the sisn, but He distribuies it
co us by this means on aa:ount of the weakneu of our capacity. Some are offended at
this, thinkins that it takes fiom the Holy
Spirit what is peculiar ID Him, and which is
everywhere ascribed ID Him in Scripture. Bue
they are misiaken; for God so acts by the
sisn, that iu whole efficacy depends upon His
Spirit. Nothins more is attributed ID the
sign than to be an inferior instrument, uselea in inell, except
far so
u
it derivn i11
power fiom elsewhere.
In an interesting comment on "Luke the
beloved physician"' (Col.4:10), Calvin concludes that the Luke here mentioned could
not be the writer of the third gospel, since
the latter would have required no such identifiClltion. What Calvin did not know was
that Luke wrote much later and lacked the
prestige presupposed in the comment.
FRBl>BRICK W. 0ANJC:BR

DIB APOSTBLGBSCHICHTB. By Werner
de Boor. Wuppertal: R. Brockhaus Verlas, 1965. 471 pages. Cloth. OM 29.80.
This ii the ninth volume to appear in the
w11pp.,.11111r
1eries. It ii designed to aid the lay reader to understand
what God wishes to say to him and show to
him in Acts. For that reason the editor provides his own rather literalistic translation
designed to give some idea of the nonGermanic word order and participial style of
the Greek ten
The interpre111tion .is in general conservative, wriaen by an author with a flair for
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telling illustr.ations and language. While rifices ( the latter originally more common.
de Boor feels that Acts is properly described but eclipsed in frequency by the former in
u a book of witness (Zo11gnis) rather than posrexilic times); human sacrifices in llncl
history, he regards its historical value very (no evidence of any significant frequeDCJ,
hishly. The picture r.h at Luke, the author, with the few scattered aberrant examples late
gives of the early church is not an idealized rather than early); and expiatory sacrifica
porrr.ait. Such an approach grows out of ( nor a fresh development after the exile, but
de Boor's conviction that the Bible is prop- one with new importance then, when Iuael
erly read "on one's knees" (p. 24). This had a livelier sense of guilt).
probably accounts for the very rich collecCARL F. GRAESSllll, JL
tion of par.allels referred ro in the margins.
URCHRIS'l'BNTUltf Almost 600 footnotes give secondary his- JUDENTUM KIRCHE: FESTSCHRIFT FOR JOA.torical discussions, argumenu against critCHIM
Edited by Walther
on
ical attacks on Luke, and longer notes Jl!REJ\flAS.
Eltesrcr.
Second
edition.
Berlin: Verlq
theological concepts. The commentary itself
Alfred
Toplemann,
1964.
xxx and 259
is full but not wordy.
pages; one photograph. Paper. OM 34.00.
The volume concludes with a short subThe enthusiastic response that marked the
ject index and maps. It should serve many
original
appear.ancc of this collection of
earnest nonprofessional Bible students very
essays in 1960 is certainly understandable.
EDGAR KRENTZ
well.
Several of the articles have been cited freS'l'UDIBS IN OLD TES'l'AAfBNT SACRI- quently as significant contributions to the
PICB. By Roland de Vaux. Cardiff: Uni- understanding of Judaism and primiti..:
versity of Wales Press, 1964. xi and 112 Christianity. Among them are the study bJ
pages; 2 indices.
Michael and Betz of divine 10nship in the
This volume presenu four lectures, given ancient Orient, in Qumran, and in the New
at the University of Wales, in which de Testament; Colpe's critical review of studies
Vaux developes further some themes already on the "Body of Christ" concept in Ephestated in his Anei,nl lsr11ol. As a theologian, sians; Nauck's suggestion on the role of
an archaeologist, and a Roman Catholic paraenesis in the structure of the Epistle co
priest, with a certain empathy toward ritual the Hebrews; Van Unnik's investigation of
that scholars of other denominations often the importance of non-Christian reaction for
lack, de Vaux is uniquely equipped
deal to
New Testament paraenetic formulation; and
with his
the complementary studies by Sc:bwcitxr
who has tried to understand
Israelite sacrifices
in and Stendahl on Mark 1:24 (Matt.2:23)
the
on the buis of and the purpose and function of the lWO
the Biblical rcxu themselves knows the in- opening chapters of Matthew.
tricacies and difficulties
Vaux
involved. De
The present second edition bu inaeased
offen a fine example of the value of bring- value u a result of corrections made in the
ing evidence from various fields, archaeology, first edition; a 10-page review of Jeremid
comparative religion, philology, and Biblical many contributions by another eminent
studia proper, to bear on a single subject. scholar in the same field, Matthew Blade;
and a bibliography of Jeremiu' publicatiom
In four short chaptera be.ritual
studies the
of Paaovcr unleavened bread (which be sea between the years 1923 and 1963 by oae
u a fusion of ancient nomadic and agricul- of his stUdents, Christoph Burchard.
tmal rita) ; holocaust and CDIDIDWUOD sacJOHN H. BLuon'
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churches
today. Woudsrra
l!INPOHRUNG IN DAS MARKUS-l!V
ANis acquainted with
Gl!UUM. By Rudolf Grob. Stutrprt: all the scholarly works on the subject bur
Zwingli Verlag, 1965. 357 pages. OM
29.80.
The purpose of this monograph is to introduce the nonspecialist to the Gospel of
Mark, its theological message, and the many
historical and exegetical questions it has
posed to modern research. The Markan text
is translated, outlined, and interpreted in
such a fashion as to support the author's
contention that this document is no mere
compilation of separate units of tradition bur
rather a unified construction witnessing to
the double revelation of the Son of God
and Son of Man in word and deed ( 1 : 1 to
8:26) and of the Christ in prediction and
fulfillment. (8:27-16:20)
.A 35-page review of scholarly research
on the gospels and particularly Mark, includins the hypotheses and conclusions of
form and redaction criticism, is appended to
this commentary. Together, the commentary
and review provide the lay rc:ider ( bur also
the parish pastor and seminarian) with a
valuable introduction to and an excellent
survey of study on the second gospel. .An
English translation would be a useful addition to the church library.
JOHN H. EI.LJO1T
THI! ARK OP THB COVENANT PROM
CONQUBS'l' TO KINGSHIP. By M. H.

preciate the

Woudsrra. Philadelphia: Presbyterian and
Reformed Publishing Company, 1965.
152 pages. Paper. $3.50.
Woudstra's survey of the early history of
the ark is governed by several factors: an
eJforr to set conservativeap-scholan to
imporrance of the cultus in
the Old Testament. to counter current historical critical tendencies which view the
record of the ark's fate as the product of
variant theological traditions, and to present
the significance of the ark for an appreciation of the sacraments in orthodox Reformed

prefers the
ro let
text speak
for itself on
crucial issues. The ark he views as "a true
pledge of Yahweh's presence," recogn.iziq
a close association between symbol and essence in the culrus. Direct divine revelation
plays a major role in Woudsrra's interpretation of the pertinent rexrs.
NORMAN C. HABEL

n IN i\fA7THBW. By Russell
Champlin. Salt lake City: University of
Utah Press, 1964. vii and 175 pases, 4
plates. Paper. $8.00.

PAi\llLY

THB DIVINB NAAIES IN MARK. By Rich-

ard Nevius. Salt Lake City: Univenity of
Utah Press, 1964. v and 84 pases. Paper.
$7.00•
These latest books are respectively Vols.
24 and 25 in the series S111tlies •ntl Doe11mt111ls. Io Th• Di11i11tJ N•mtJs ;,. M11,i
Nevius examines the occurrences of I11aoii;,
Xo10T6;, and xuo10; in the text of Mark, using Moulron-Gedeo, A Co11eonl•11e11 of th.
G,ni T•sltlmenl (presumably the edition of
1897), and the Nestle text as his base of operations. He discovers that the textual tradition
is generally more conservative with rapea: to
the treatment of the names of Jesus in the
third gospel than in the Pauline epistles,
where liturgical amplifications in the direction of stronger Christolosical affirmations
are frequent. Ia general, the scribes seem to
follow a pattern of srylisric refinement besun
by Matthew, who introduces the name of
Jesus into Marbn
matter
that lacb the
,rom•11 s•er•"'· Examination of the ancient
paragraph divisions suucsrs that lectionary
usqe may account for many additions of
the dominical name.
All this is of significance to the iarerpierer of the Synoprisrs. and the implications of the findinp in this srudy, especially
as these relate to our uadersiandiag of the
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Synoptic problem, require careful exploration.
At the same time certain cautions should
be observed. Nevius cites Mark 1 :41 in
illustmtion of an addition due to lectionary
requirements. But why does the name
I 11aoii; not replace a1h 6v in v. 40, since three
variants cited by Nevius in 6:34 appear
there at the baginni,ig of the 16th pmragra.ph of the Old Greek system? Moreover,
there is something more than srylistic alteration at work in Matthew. The fact is that
Matthew frequently ignores blocks of material in his source Mark, picking up only
the name of Jesus, sometimes with the
sentence in which it occurs. Thus M:m.
9:22 is largely a repetition of Mark 5:30
with other derails omitted. Later copyists'
alterations in such contexts would then not
be in the same tradition as Matthean changes.
Further considerations: Mark2:15 should
be added to the list of passages cited from
Moulton-Geden, and the number of occurinrenot 80,
rences of the name of Jesus is 83,
since the name occurs twice in 10:47 and
in 11 :33.
Champlin'• study completes the reconstruction of Family n in the gospels begun
by Silva Lake in Vol. 5 of S111,J,i,s •ntl, Docttmfflls and continued by Jacob Geerlings in
Vols. 22 and 23. Codex n (which gives
the family its name) and 13 other related
manuscripts are collated against the Taxl#s
ro&-t,IIIS of Matthew, which is printed in full.
Graphs depiaing the slam,,,.,,. dearly illustrate the use of different exemplars by
the copyists represented in Family n.
Family n bears a dose relation to Codex
A; this apparently comes about throush a
point of common oriain (whether a single
manuscript or group of related manuscripts)
rather than throuahdependence,
direa
since
Pamily n shows marked Caesarean inJluence
found not
in A. Append.b:es include a collation of Codex A with Family n in
Matthew and a collation, by Geerliop, of
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Codex 1816 with the reconstrueted test of
Family n in Matthew, Luke, and John.
Like the other excellent volumes in this
series these two studies provide basic research on which any serious interpretation
of the gospel text must build.
FREDERICK W. DANKBll
T l-IE. N I.rnr HBRM.BNBUTIC. Edited by
James M. Robinson and John B. Cobb, Jr.,
New York: Harper & Row, 1964. xii and
243 pages. Cloth. $5.00.
STUDIES OF THE HISTORICAL JBSUS
(Zt1r Frago h,111c
tloni hislorischeo
Jaw).
By Ernst Fuchs, tmnslated by Andrew
Scobie. Naperville, Ill.: Alec R. Allenson,
1964. 23
9 page s. Paper. Price not given.
The traditional hermeneutics has COD·
cerned itself primarily about explaining,
while the "'new hermeneutic" - stimulated
by the work of D:mh, Bultmann, and a nwnber of post-Dultmanoians-professes that iu
first concern is understanding,
rticularly
erer•s self-understanding.
thepa
rpr
The "new
hermeneutic," thought of as '"faith's docuine
of language," is thus radically different from
the application of any allegedly new - or
old - "hermeneutical principles" to the unfolding of the meaning of the Sacred Scriptures.
Tho New Her,neneNli
c,
Vol. 2 in the series
N ew Pro'1liers oio Th oloi,: DuausiOfll

Among
en
l
Co111
i e 11 111 •ntl Am rit:110 TIHologi11'1,11 brings together the editors, plus John
Dillenberger, Robert Funk. and Amos N.
Wilder on the American side and Gerhard
Ebeling and Ernst Fuchs on the German side
of a transatlantic debate. Robinson lays the
historical groundwork; Ebeling and Fuchs
provide the focal essays, ''Word of God and
Hermeneutic'' and ''The New Testament and
the Hermeneutical Problem"; the American
theologians named present three essays, •0a
Broadening the New Hermeneutic." "The
Hermeneutical Problem and Historical Criticism," and ''The Word as Address and the
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Word u Meaning"; and Cobb and Fuchs
wrap up the discussion. No one should presume to use the term "the new hermeneutic"
without having digested this volume.
StNdi11s of 1h11 Hutoriul Jcs#J is the second volume of the G•s• mm11l111 A • /si lz• of
the director of the Marburg Institute of Hermeneutics. The individual who desires
further clarification of the sometimes opaqueseeming concepts with which Fuchs operates,
as well as the individual who is interested in
the new quest for the historical Jesus, will
find a reading of these essays produaive of
helpful insights.
ARTHUR CARL PIEPKORN

Gl!SCHICHTB DER JUDBN IM ZBrrALTBR DBS T AUtfUD. By M. AviYonah. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter and
Co., 1962.p:igcs.
290
Cloth. DM 38.00.
This careful study of Jewish history from
the destruction of J erusalem in 132 A. D.
to the days of Emperor Justinian is another
m:ijor attemp t on the pan of a Jewish
scholar to make his ancestral faith and his
people's history understandable to Gentiles.
The work is the second volume in the series
St11dit1 ]Ntl•iu: PorsehNngc• ur Wusnseb,,fl des ]11tlnt•m.
s. Avi-Yonah describes
these 500 yean of Jewish history not just
u a history of persecution but u a history
of the evolution and growth of social customs and the personality of a nation. He
manifests an intimate acquaintance with the
history of the nations with which the Jews
came into contact u well as a first-hand acquaintance with the major Jewish literature.
The description of the early Christian attitude toward the Jews and the very early
widespread desire to brins all Israel into the
church underscores the faa that a profound
shift took place during the third and fourth
centuries in the church's attitude toward the
JewL Books such u this one are forcina
Christian scholan and p:istors to -examine
both the piaure of Judaism with which they

grew up and the piaure of Judaism presented
in the works of Emil Schiirer and of the
entire generation of scholan who followed
him. This book can serve u a first step
toward a better undemandins between Christian and Jew and thus possibly also as an
asent for the conversion of all Israel. We
can speak to Jews intelligently only as we
understand them more sympathetically.
HBRBBllT

T.

MAYER

DIE CHRISTOLOGIB DI!S BVANGBUUM
VBRrrATIS. By Sasqu Arai. Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1964. vii and 141 paaes.
Cloth. 20 Dutch GuilderL
This is a striking hook for at least two
reasoDL The minor one is that it is a study
of the Gospel of Truth written in German
by a Japanese scholar. As Arai says in his
foreword, 'This work is made possible in
the fullest sense of the word by ecumenical
help and cooperation" (p. viii). The second,
and far more important, reason for giving attention to this book lies in its content.
It is a careful and very readable analysis
of the Gospel of Truth, with special reference given to its Christology, u well u of
the opinions of almost every scholar who
has studied this document.
It is, in Ami's opinion, a 2d-ceatury
Egyptian baptismal homily which is sttonaJy
hand
writinp.
either
It
influenced by the Johanninecome
&om
the
or the
does not
school of Valentiaian. Its Christology is
neither completely docetic nor aatidocetic
(p.120), but rather syncretistic and much
doser to the Christology of the orthodox
teachers than other previously published
Gnostic materiab.
It may thUI represent • very embryonic
staae in the gradual development of Gnostic
philosophy from a .religion of salvation
through self-knowledae into • reJ.iaion in
which "a" or "the" Redeemer played an
important role. Il this thesis is correct, then
Munck's striaures apiast Bultmann for &liblJ
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assuming a pre-Gnostic system which io0ucnccd the thought of the early church may
have to be modified.
Arai rightly insists that the Christology of
the E1111ngt1liNm V t1ril11lis cannot be understood properly apart from its anthropology.
He susgcsts that the 3-srasc cosmology of
the B11,111gali11m is to be understood as 11
metaphoriml description of the three kinds
of Gnostic people.
Ao inclusive bibliography, valuable footnotes, and an appendix which m:akes brief
reference to the 1963 publication of De
Resttrractiona, another of the N:ag H:ammadi documents, add to the usefulness of
the book.
We commend this book to both the specialist in the field and the generalist who
would like to know more about this significant noncanonical gospel.
HBRBERT T. MAYER

BSSA.YS ON NBlV TESTAMENT THEMES.
By Ernst Kiscmann, translated by W. J.
Monrague. Naperville, Ill: Alec R. Allenson, 1964. 200 pages. Paper. $5.95.

many 11uthcntic sayings, be shows how dlelC
fit only under the atcgory Messiah. ThUI
he refuses to give in to an absolute scepticism 11bout the historiclll Jesus. Subjects
of other ess:ays include the Lord's Supper in
Paul, the relation of the Gospel to the New
Testnment canon, the ministry in the New
Testament, the hymn in Col.1:15-20. Running through 11ll of them is the evident coovicrion that jusrifimtion through faith, the
center of the New Testament theologically,
an be used 111 the basis of mdical criticism.
The author means to stand in the Reformation tradition. This m:akes the essays both
mdical and provoative. They are thus a challenge to conservative Lutheran scholars ID
show how to combine 11 strong underscoriq
of justifiation wirh a less critical 11ttirude ID
the New Testament 111 a whole.
EDGAR KRBNTZ

DER JAKOBUSBRIEP: AUSL11GUNG. By
Franz Mussncr. Freiburg: Herder, 1964.
xxix and 238 pages. Cloth. OM 31.50.

Like Schn:ackenburg on John's Epistles
and Schelkle on Peter and Jude, this volume
These eight essays by the Tiibiogen Uni- is an importnnt contribution to the srudy of
versity professor of New Testament are his the New Tc-stnment that deserves wide use
first to appear in English. Although Klise- far beyond denominational borders. The
mann is a leading Bultmann disciple, he has Herder commentary (in which all three wlnow moved far away from bis teacher theo- umcs appc:ir) is to be slran.g wiss,nscb./1logically, farther than
essays,
these
all written lich, that is, it intends to discuss all questions
prior to 1955, reveal. But he still shares of critical, historical, and theological ioterat.
with Bultmann the methods of radical crit- Mussner's James cert11inly docs that. The
icism, which, in bis opinion, maintain the volume is first of all an arsenal of esegctical
"primacy of Scripture over the Church" opinion, past and present, dealing with the
(p. 8) and act u a bulwark against epistle.
a too
The bibliography used covers 10
rapid growth of ecumenism.
pages of small print - and it is not mere
The best-known essay is probably the window dressing.
first, ''The Problem of the Hismrical Jesus"
The introduction treats all the matters
( 1953), which began the new quest. Kise- commonly especred in a critical commenmann attempts by .radical criticism u, under- tary, such u authorship (most likely by
James, the Lord's brother, not an apostle),
KOie the a1rt1 •os character of the Gospel
by findins the points of a,otinuity bmreeo addressees (Jewish Cliristlam outside PaJc.
Jesus the Proclaimer and Christ the Pro- tine, likely in Syria), and date (prior ID
claimed. While Kisernaoo does not find James' death, certainly before A. D. 70).
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espcc.ially

'"

and
James is clearly written to counteract a takins care to
pseudo-Paulinism, as 2: 14-26 makes clear. opinions with which he differs (for eumple,
(Mussner is careful to distinguish Paul and Schlatter's view that the letter is directed to
Paulinism.) The ,;oal in view is to brins Jews outside Palestine). One hopes that
the implanted Word to fruition in opposi- some Roman publishing house in America
tion to this false Paulinism and the spirit will publish this series in translation. No
of the world. In form the letter is mainly student of the Scriptures should overlook
composed of paraenetic. loosely tied together. this sreat commentary. EDGAR KRBNTZ
The absence of Torah/ro,111ni
o g
l: il makes the
theory of a Jewish Gr11111lschri/1 unlikely. SALBUNG A.LS RP.CHTSAK:I' IM ALTBN
TESTA.ltfP.NT UND 1/tf ALTBN ORIlndcc:d the entire letter betrays clear ChrisENT. By Ernst Kutseh. Berlin: Alfred
tian presuppositions. Its language, which
Topelmann, 1963. 78 psges. Paper.
Mussner discusses in seven pages, is a strange
DM 18.00.
combination of Scmitisms with a feclins for
Greek style,
language
including
and the use
This compact analysis by Kutsch proof rhythm.
vides a valuable survey and interpretation of
A good discussion of James in the history the practice of anointing select persons in
of the cunon follows. Supposed similarities the ancient Near East. Anointins oil wu
to 1 Peter disappear upon close examination, considered one of the necessities of life.
while 1 Clement clearly shows some form Often the whole body was anointed. Oil
of dependency. Seven quotations from Lu- was thought to hold a hcalins and suengtbther on James are designed to show that enins power. Sometimes purification rituals
Luther's view of James is completely un- employed oil; on other occasions it was the
founded. Luther is accused of playing faith symbol of happiness. Of the various terms
off against the will of God and thus destroy- for anointins which are employed in the
ing the unity of the New T c-srament. Here Old Testament, Kutsch mainaaim that the
Mussncr docs not make clear how the will most significant term fll111h,,IJ has the basic
of God and faith are to be properly related. meaning of "(mil P~II
/ Ol) bestreichen," or
Mussner claims that James urges Christ (Lu- "(mil Ol) fettmachen." The rite of anointther's phrase),
because James corresponds
to ing was often associated with a variety of
in the Sermon on official aas. In such cases anointiq bad
the Mount. Here he has changed the mean- a derivc:d meaning. When slaves were reing of Luther's phrase.
leased, the aa of anointins signified the
A discussion of the manuscript evidence power of freeins or purifying, aa:ordins to
for James and of its outline conclude the tw0 rcxu from Ugarir. Sometimes the parintroduction and lead over to the commen- ticipants in a covenant meal would be
anointed to affirm their "purified" relationtary. Here one must express appreciation for
sober, profound, and careful interpretation. ship. The anointing of priest1 meant "conThe author's use of Jewish intcrtestamental secration," beins sec apart as holy. Perhaps
and rabbinic literature: is ezcellenr. Eight more important than these elements is the
ezcunuses provide discussions of significant concept of anointins as that aa which imtopics (such as James' concepts of God, of i-rts power, authority, and honor (11111,0tl).
faith, of Justification, and of escbatolOBY) Kutsch illustrateS this wage espccially from
and succeed in showing the value of this Egyptian and Hittite rites. The tezts which
to treat of anointiq kinp in P.a,pc
seem
unique early Christian document. Throush·
andand
Mesopotamia
are rather obscure. Israelite
out, Mussner shows himself a Sood apologist,
present
refute vicws
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and Hittite reports concerning the anointing
of kings are numerous, however. Through
anointing, the king of Israel was empowered
to rule, he was filled with llllbod. The act
brought him under the impenetrable protection of Yahweh. The anointing of an Israelite king may be viewed as the act of the
people through its representatives or the
work of Yahweh through His mediator. The
expression "the anointed of Yahweh"' docs
not necess:irily imply that an individual has
actually been anointed, but is a theologoumenon denoting a special authorization by
Yahweh. The account of the anointing of
Saul and David by Samuel is the Biblical
basis for the concept of the anointed of
Yahweh. A-l•sbi,,IJ Y11bw•h is found as a
technical term for the cschatological anointed
one (Messiah) only in the post-exilic literature (for example, Ps. of Sol. 17:32).
One weakness of this valuable work may
be the way in which the writer uics to demonsuate the significance of anointing as an
official act in terms of the one underlying
meaning of anointing. Can the one necessarily be derived from the other?
NOllMAN C. HABDL

PAUL AND ]lfM'BS. By Walter Schmithals.
Naperville, Ill: Alec R. AlleDIOn, 1965.
125 pages. Paper. $3.25.
Schmithals succeeds in finding original
theses and arsuing them with force and ingenuity, thoush not with persuasiveness. This
short work. translated by Dorothea M. Bar100, argues some very radical tbeles: that
there never was a Judaistic problem in the
Gentile chun:bes, and that Paul carried on
missions only among Gentiles (including
the God-fearen), while Peter wu commissioned by the Jerusalem church ID carry on
a parallel mission ID Jews tbroupout the
Mediterranean. Paul's Gospel wu anomistic.

Peter's nomistic.
In order ID establish this thesis. Scbmitbals
cam:s on Acts with a radically aitical exe-
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gerical knife. Srephen"s death was caused by
his insistence that Jewish Christians were
also free from the Law. The ten1ion this
raised was basically practical; the Jerusslem
church as a matter of expediency in a Jewish
context kept the Law, even though it WIS
theoretically abrogated. In the Jerusalem
council it recognized the right of an aDOmisric hellenistic church, but insisted it keep
free from Jews. Thus the split had practical,
nor theoretical, or theological, grounds.
There is no room here to arsue the cue.
One can only say that both exegetical grounds
and historical probability argue qainst the
theory.
EDGAR KllBN'IZ

DAS ALTISRABLrrISCHB LA.DBHBIUGTUM. By Johann Maier. Berlin: Alfred
Topelmann, 1965. 87 pages. Cloth. DM
21.00.
Maier's work is a detailed analysis of all
the ark traditions of the Old Testament. He
dismisses the references in Numben ( 14:44;
10:29-36) as additions from a later qe
which shed no light on the origin of the ark.
Tbe ark and the wilderness traditions are independent of each other, he maintains. The
strata of ark materials in Joshua are likewise
considered secondary. The ark had nothiq
to do with the nomadic life. 1 Sam. 3:3 is
the first passage which presents the ark in
its original context. The earliest title WIS
apparently the "ark of God."' The expressions
"the ark of Yahweh of hosts"' and "the one
enthroned upon the cherubim" stem from the
time of the kingdom and not the period of
the Judges when the ark sb>od in the temple
of Shiloh. The earliest function of the ark
ill Israel was not that of a palladium but of
the symbol of the Israelite amphiayony in
which the covenant symbols or documents
were probably deposited. Under David the
ark did serve as a palladium, however. The
title "Yabweh of hosts"' associated with the
ark is ID be connected with this iole. Br
res1Dring the ark ID Jerusalem as he did.
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struaure between these sections of
David related the ark to his own election
covenantand
traditions
Testament
New documents,
and the
of the Northern 1 Peter and other
suchinu Titus 3:4-8; Rom. 8: 16-24; Eph. 1:
ttibcs. Thus the ark became the royal
signe of all Israel. Maier dismisses the claim 3-14, and Gal. 3:23 in the cue of Hymn I;
1 Tim.3:16; Rom.8:34; 2Tim.1:9-11; and
that the Solomonic ark under the cherubim
was an empty throne or a footstool. The Eph. 3: 7-11 in the case of Hymn 11; 2 Cor.
temple was not built for the ark. The ark 5:21; Rom.5---8; Gal.3:13; and 1John3:
wu simply loc:ated in the free space beneath 1-10 in the cue of Hymn IIl;James 4:6-10;
the cherubim in the temple. The ark be- 2 Cor. 6: 14-16; and Eph. 6: 10-11 in the
c:a.me the symbol of the double election of case of Hymn IV. He concludes that such
the Davidic dynasty and of Jerusalem. It similarities do not indicate direct literary
may havedocuments
held the
of the cov- dependence but rather point to the common
enant with David. The Deuteronomic re- use of hymns throughout
early
the
church.
form saw in the ark a symbol which brought
Thus Boismard's srudy
de- confirms and
the Davidic dynasty under the
Sinai covethe similar form critical observations
velops
nant law. There is no clear evidence that of Selwyn and Carrington and should finally
the ark was part of any ritual procession help put to death the indefensible theory of
into the temple. In P the ark comes to Beare and a very few otben that the author
serve a strictly cultic function. This is a ot 1 Peter copied from virtually all of the
highly technical and provoc:ative essay which rest of the New TestamenL Whether Boisillustrates the procedures and dangers of mard's interesting proposals deserve comTrtldi1ionsgas,hi,h1a.
plete consent is most difficult to determine.
NORMAN C. HADBL
In some cases more than the factor of analogy is needed to determine the possible
QUATRB HYMNT!S BAPTISMllU!S DANS struaure of underlying sourc:a. Neverthelea.
PRBMI!RB SPITRB
LA
DB PIBRRB. By Boismard's comments concerning the semnd
M. E. Boismard. Paris: Les :editions du hymn (3:18-22; 1:20; 4:6), to single one
Cerf, 1961. pases.
173
Paper. Price not out for mention, help grcad:, to clarify the
given.
knotty structural problem posed by these
Boismard takes note of the intimate rela- verses. In place of his su,mation of the
tion between liturgy and catechesis in the combination here of a hymn and a baptismal
primitive church ( see, for instance, Acts creed, however, a further suaaaon of a
2:42 if.; Col. 3: 16; Eph. 5: 18-19) and finds hymn confession and the author's incerpreexamples of Christian hymnody in several tation thereof might Wllttant consideration.
liturgical or paraenetic contexts: Rev. 4:8;
This imaginative srudy will feature •is·
5:12; 1 Tim. 3:16; 6:15-16; 2 Tim. 2: nificandy in future interpretation of 1 Peter.
11-13; PhiL2:6-11; Eph.5:14; and 1 Tbeu.
JOHN H. ELLIO'lT
5:16-22.
From this starting point, Boismard at• THB GBNT!SIS ocrllPLll: BIGHT BNGUSH YBRSIONS OP THB BOOIC OP
tempts to prove that 1 Peter, the New TesGBNBSIS IN THB TYNDlll.B-lCING
tament document mostthe
baptismal
influenced liturgy,
by
]llMT!S TRADITION, edited by Luther
urch's catecbesis
and
A. Weisle- New York: Thomas Nelloo
also bu made we of early Christian hymDL
and
Sons. 1965. ziy and 301 pqa.
He find, four hymns re!ected in 1 :3-5;
8
places.
Cloch. $12.50.
3:18-22; 2:22-25; and 5:5-9. There arc,
TIJ• Nftll TalOlnl 0""1'14. the ehpm
be poincs our.similarities
close
wording
in
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predecessor of this publication, was appraised The New English Bible, now in propm.
in this periodical, vol. 34 ( 1963), 114.
A special feature of this volumetheii
Exhibited in full on facing pages arc eight reproduction of the tide pases of the 'Rt•
Enali1h translations of the book of Genesis, 1ions incorporated. It would be a uqcdy if
from William Tyndale's version (1530) to a task so splendidly begun were noc a,mthe Revised Standard Version (as published
pleted
with reasonable dispatch.
in 1960). The other versions arc CoverFannmuCK W. DANKD
dale's Great Bible of 1540; the second ediJONGBR DBS Hl!RRN: NACHPOLGB
tion of the Geneva Bible, 1562; the Bishops'
CHRISTI NACH Dl!M Nl!Ul!N TBSBible of 1572, as printed in the edition of
T Al\(l!NT. By Anselm Schulz. Munich:
1602, used by the translators of the King
Kosel-Verlag, 1964. 116 pages. Paper.
James Version; the King James Version as
OM 7.80.
published in The C11mbritlge Paragraph Biblo
Clarity
and grasp of essential issues urse
of the A.111horiz11tl Version, 1873; the Douay
rhe
Biblical
theologian not to spurn this
Bible, 1609; and the American Standard
Version of 1901. The introduction lists little paperback srudy of the subject of disa number of examples illustrating strengths cipleship as presented in the New TestamenL
and weaknesses in these versions, with ac- Schulz begins with the understandins of
cent on the superior contributions of the discipleship from personal involvement in
Revised Standard Version. Tyndale's gift fellowship with Jesus in terms of call to
for vigorous expression will evoke the read- service and traces it through to the post·
er's special interest. for example, Gen. 25: 8 cnnonicnl idea of imitation, a transition an~II• 111 that Abraham "fell seke and dyed, ticipated by the 1:im Epistle of Peter. Since
an a l111tic ase (when he had lyved ynough) according to Schulz the Synoptists compli•
and was put unto his people." In Gen. 34: 30 cated their task by projecting post-Easter
Jacob says, "ye have troubled me and made concerns into their description of the life
1tyncke"
me
( "makins me odious," says the of Jesus, we see in the fint three gospels
Revised Standard Version,following Douay). a greater accent on the "follower" idea and
A comparison of the Revised Standard Ver- the conditions for his role of service. But
sion with Tyndale in Gen. 21: 6 illUIUlltes these conditions, such as leaving father and
not the essence of discipleship.
the harassment of the translator mother,
by the are
sources. Certainly Tyndale's "laugh at" is The post-Easter situation marks a trend tobetter than the Revised Standard Version's ward accent on faith, whether of the individual (as in John) or of community (u
"laugh
in Aets). In the Apocalypse discipleship is
One of the major weaknesses of the latter identification with Jc1111 in suffering.
translation is its handling of ScmitismL
FREDERICK W. DANJCD
The Douay version of Gcn.24:50 points up
the need of a periphrasis for speaking "bad UNDERSTANDING THB NBW TBSTAMBNT. Edited by 0. Jessie Lace. Camor good." None of the versions bu cleared
bridge: University Press, 1965. x and
up the czpreaion "bear upon my knees"
167 pagcL Cloth, $3.50; paper, Sl.65.
(30:3). Such expressions and others, like
"of a mrety'' ( 15: 13), or "the waters prc- THB GOSPBL ACCORDING TO MARX.
nilcd" (7:18), reilea the amccm for traBy C. P. D. Moulc. Cambridae: Uniterdition in the Revised Standard Version, u
lity Press, 1965. x and 134 pages. C1odi.
$3.00; paper, $1.65.
well u the need fm an updated committee
tramwion of the Old Teltl.lDCDr, such u
The aim of Tb. Cn,,/mJg• Biiu C,_.
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• ~ is to elucidate the text of Tht1 Nt1w
l!.nKlish Bibi. and to make available to the
scnenal reader the results of modern scholarship. A sketch of the historical background
of the New Testament and the origins of the
New Testllment and its subsequent transmission fills the introductory volumes to the
series. As in many other series of commentaries, it appears that the gospels are to
suffer from editorial shortsightedness, whereas the epistles will undoubtedly receive fuller
treatment Thus short shrift is made of
Mark's meaty account in 8: 1-13. Again, we
have no comment on some real problems
such as the "warm indignation" of Mark
1 :41. With reference to the latter passage,
the introduaory volume on p. 123 says that
the New English Bible renders "Jesus was
sorry for him," and then adds another rendering, "in warm indignation." The former
actually is a marginal reading. The text
printed in Moulc's volume does not have
rhis marginal rendering. The deficiency implied in these two examples is not to be
charged to the commentator, who has worked
well with constrictions of space. Nor do
these criticisms intend to deny that there is
muc.h of help here to the lay Bible reader.
Indeed, Moule's cautious approach to critical problems will commend itself to many
users.
FREDERICK W. DANKER

very appearance, but this one combines attractive readability with sensible pedagogical
logic. It is possible to quibble over details.
For example, this reviewer would prefer to
qualify conditions contrary to fact with the
word "assumed," in view of a statement like
that in Luke 7: 39. Apin, the description of
the perfect u describing a present state
might puzzle the student when he reads
Mark 5:4. But no time should be lost before exposing beginning students to this
pleasant way to learn the elements of New
Testament Greek thoroughly. With some
help on correction of the exercises from a
knowledgeable friend- or one may use the
key to the exercises- this work can also
serve as a do-it-yourself guide to learning
how to read the New Testament Accent
lovers will miss the accustomed clutter, but
after a few pages one gets used to the idea.
Only in exceptional instances are the traditional accents retained, for example, to distinguish the relative from the article and the
second singular of 11,u from the conjunction.
Wenham deserves a decoration for indudiq
a chapter on English grammar. The only
disconcertiq feature was the apparent absence of even a single metathesis!
f'UDBIUCIC W. DANKO

rrs

THB NBW TESI'AMBNT:
BACKGROUND, GROWTH, AND CONTBNT. By Bruce M. Meager. New
THB Bl.BMBNTS
TESI'
OP Nl!.W
AMBNT
York: Abiqdon Press, 1965. 288 pages.
By J. W. Wenham. New York
Cloth.
$4.75.
(Cambridge):
Cambridge University
To
pass
unscathed between the Scylla of
Press, 1965. xi and 268 pages. Cloth.
oversimplification and the Charybdis of ped$3.75.
antry is not easy. This contribution to the
KBY TO THB BLBMBNTS
TBSOP NBW
education of nonprofessioaal Bible SNdent1
GRBBK.
TAltfBNT
By J. W. Wenham. demonstrates the value of living in the atNew York (Cambridge): Cambridge mosphere of the profound simplicity of the
University Press, 1965. 49 pages. Paper. New Testament with the ability of bciq
Price not given.
is impossible swift to hear and slow to speak. The result
is a model of clear apositioa of the prinIt
to suppress enthusiasm
for this publication, a complete rewritiq cipal facton neceaary to uadent:anc:l the New
of Henry Nunn's BJ.mnls of Nn,
Testament in its environment After guid,,,.,., Gn•I,. Grammars often repel
reader safely throush the family meu
his by their ing

T.,,..
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of the Herocls, Mc:agc:r sives him a view of
the intcnc:SUmental literamre and the religious debating sround of Palestinian Judaism. A capsule ueaanent of the life of
Jesus is rounded off with a review of the
formal upecu of Jesus' sayingstheir
and
in a series
primary themes, presented earlier
of lectures in 1963 at Concordia Seminary.
The book concludes with a review of the
apostolic ase and the remaining documents
of the New Testament. Metzger does not indeed avoid bumping up against the rock
occasionally. There might have been a
clearer distinction made between Jesus' pronouncements on the Pharisees and the history of the tradition of those sayings; it is
not dear how the Pharisees with their "contempt" for the "ignorant masses" (p. 45)
could pin the sympathy of the masses
(p. 43). The discussion of the controversial
Taurobolium, considering the slim evidence
for the early period, is out of keeping with
the sobriety on such matters in the rest of
the book. It is questionable if Elijah represents the prophets at the transfiguration
(d. Heinrich Baltenswiler, Dio Vcrl:li rang
J•s•, [Zurich, 1959], pp. 75-76). If Ephesians is a circular lc:ttcr, it is odd that St.
Paul should be 10 impersonal (see, for example. the highly personal circular letter to
Galatia, Gal.1:2). Like Metzger, form-historians would argue that the early Christians'
view of the resurrection
picture and the
we
of Jesw in the Gospels are consistent,
except that they would bring out that the
latter shows the projection of the Euter faith.
At the same time, Meager's
extreme
frequently expressed cautions apinlt
skepticism
are a healthful antidote during the current
lamentation. One thing is certain, Charybdis
reviewer
has claimed no victim, and this
thologizer
lmows of no better book for introducing the
laJm&D to the New Testament.
Fam>Blllat

W. D ~
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THI!OLOGII!. By Milan MacboftlCe mm-

lated from the Czech by Dorothea Nca•
marker. Zurich: EVZ-Verla& 1965. z and
192 pages. Paper. Sw. Fr. 14.50.
Machovec, a Czech communist and an:lmt
defender of atheism who eschews the aude
methods of Joseph Stalin's discourqemena
of religion, is more clever and probably allo
more successful in his denigration of relipoa.
Though he is opposed to any idea of God, he
aims his guns chiefly at Christianir,. To
combat it, he holds, the atheist must widersaand it. The present volume is to help the
atheist do so. The main ataek must be
against the Bible. Accordingly be is happr
with the negative Biblical criticism of the
19th and 20th cenruries, which be sees as
aiming :it purifying "the traditional Oiristi:in srufl."
As two successful methods of "purification•
he mentions demythologizing and dc:doama•
tizing. The very word "dogm:i," he a,s.
produces an aversion in the educated bourgeois, who is a modern undogmatical Oiristian. He wonders whether dedogmatiac:d
Christianity is still Christian. He is quice
partial to Barth, Hromadka, and Bonhoeffcr,
particularly to the last-named, whose theolosr, he seems to think, comes closest co the
aims and principles of communism.
Machovec has selected three periods of
Christian history for his points of al11Ck:
the beginning of Christianity, the llefonnation, and the origin of the dialectical theology. All the detractor of Christianity needs
to show, he thinks, is that e:ich arose out of
oamralwonder,
causes. isThere
no
for a
wonder that bu been explained is DO loqer
a wonder. Machovec
enthusiastic
is an
dcmJ·
of Christianity who finds bis
most faithful allies in the ranb of libml
and neoorthodox theology.
LBwis W. SPl'l'Z
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monographs on current developments
in biblical theology .

. Biblical Studies Today

.

Dr. Krentz opens the door to what's going on in the moaern
Biblical scholar's labc,ratory. He describes c111Tent issues and
problems for the reader who seeks t(j keep abreast of new
methods and concerns in Biblical scholarship.
.
The author represents but does not caricature positions of radically different schools of thought. For the pastor anxious to
sharpen his insights with the latest information, "Biblical Studies
Today" offers these topics: 1 -The ~ torical Method. 2 Source and Fo1m Criticism. 3 -The New Quest for the Historical J esus. 4 - The Bible in the World of Its Day: "Religionsgeschichte" and Biblical Records. 5 - Historical. and Henneneutical Issues in Current Biblical Studies.
Order No.1202261. Paperbound. ·$1.75

Creeds in the Bible
Dr. Danker in this clear presentation of Christological confession
offers a deeper understan~g of Biblical expressions of faith
and our own historic Lutheran creeds. This brief book gives a
vibrant theology of the Bible and a view of the best ~
· in
scholarship in this area.
·
The author sees the Bible as a book of confessions and proceeds
under these topics: 1 - Confessiqns. of Faith, Old and New
Testaments and in the Early Church. 2 - One God. 3 - Jesus
Is the Christ. 4 - Jesus Is the Son of God. 5 - Jesus Is Lord.
6 - Jesus_ Died.and Rose. 7 - J ~ Is Savior.
Order No.1202262. Paperbound. $1.50
CONCORDIA ·PUBI,JSBING BOUSE •

s-r. LouJS, MlllouRI 63118
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One Lutheran

+·which Way·

tion now, including ~
prospects for the new Lu- ·
theran. agency.
·
The author paints a panorama of Lutheran union
attempts from colonial days
• msroav op lll'Jil01m1 TO 'UKmi Lun1DAN1
to the present; he evaluates
°" AMDICA
the three formulas de•v .JOHN H. TIBTJBN, l!DITO& OP '"nm veloped for 19th-century
-••c:•" LunwaAN"
union; and he analyzes
20th-century inov.ements
This is the only book com- along with future prospects.
prehensively tracing Lu- A helpful Appendix . diatheran union history. Its grams Lutheran unity from
timely stance speaks di- 1748 to 1962. Includes Lurectly to the Lutheran situa- theran union chronology,·
Order No. 1501915. Cloth. $4.95.

to Lutheran
Unicy? ·

.

.How do you relate to
"other" C"bristians?
and live the theme "ecu•
+ Grace · .
menical meekness," not as
something weak or conUnder
temptible but as ."grace
under pressure."
Pressure
For those feeling their way
nm w•v

OP

0111DD1Nca u nm

IIOAD TO

UMITY

n' MAJmN R, l'IIANZNANN AND

Here is the Biblical groundwork that must precede and
. support any fruitful ecumenical stance in today's
der10rniuational f~rm.ent•.In
this book both authors write
Order No. 1202~3.
"A pow.ing

toward ecumenical encounter, within or between
parishes and church bodies,
this book provides an open,
positive stance. Dr. Franz.
mann outlines the Biblical
basis for ecumenical meekness. Dr. Lueking d~onstrates its application in the
life of today's parish and
church.
P~perbound, $1.95.
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